The military wal
see him again till we had once more come upon the main
road, now running along the bottom of a thickly wooded
valley closed by Manisht Kuh, which spread out ridges,
long and thin as the tentacles of an octopus. One of these,
the Kuh Renu, runs to the north, hanging over the plain
with a cliff face worn to a lace-edge: the road climbed up
it and crossed it by a tunnel about 100 feet long. Gangs
of men were still working there, widening and blasting the
rock over all this hilly stretch, a rough lot of mountaineers,
less uncivilized to look at than the European navvy. Drink-
ing water was being carried to them in sheepskins, quivering
on the bowed back of barefoot porters. A car full of
soldiers came up from the other side. It could hardly force
its way over the rough surface and through the gangs of
men; and Shah Riza and his mule made a terrified and lively
obstacle for some minutes: but it got by and moved along
slowly, a visible symbol of the military efficacy of roads in
a tribal land. The sergeant, as we jogged along, told me
how the tunnel had terrified the country people, and how
a chauffeur from Kermenshah had to be bribed to run his
car through it for the first time.
The land of Aiwan, a broad and shallow valley with
Manisht Kuh to close it at our back, lay in evening sunlight.
We travelled above it along the slope, under Renu, with
Bani Kuh, a rounded ridge, across the open valley ; and in
the distance our night's objective, the police post of Sarab
Bazan. It stood, a small square box with a flag, on a gentle
rise in the middle of the open valley where, even from so
far away, grey debris of stones half buried showed that a
city lay under the ground. As we drew near, the sun sank:
the water that gives Sarab its name welled out of stones in
three quiet streams where light lay reflected. Flocks in
long procession were drawing towards it. Women were

